Absrrocf-This paper introduces a stabilization problem for an elementary impacl control system in the plane. The rich dynamical properties of the wedge billiard, combined to the relevance of the associated stabilization problem for feedback control issues in 1-4 robotics make it a valuable benchmark fur energy-based stabilization of impact control systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the stabilization of periodic orbits in the "wedge billiard" (or "planar juggler") illustrated in Fig&. 1.
Fig. 1. The wedge hlliard
A point mass (ball) moves in the plane under the action of a constant gravitational field. The ball undergoes elastic collisions with two intersecting edges, an idealization of the juggler's two arms. In the absence of control, the two edges form a fixed angle 0 with the direction of gravity. Depending on the angle 0, this conservative system exhibits a variety of dynamical phenomena, including an abundance of unstable periodic orbits. Rotational actuation of the edges around their fixed intersection point is used to stabilize one particular orbit of the uncontrolled system. We view the wedge billiard stabilization as a n interesting example for theoretical investigations of impact conml problems encountered in legged robotics. The dynamics and control study of such mechanisms is rendered difficult by the inherently underactuated and intermittent nature of their control. Starting with the pioneering work of Raibert and coworkers [121, the robotics community bas nevertheless made dramatic advances over the last 15 years in building legged robots. Much of this research has focused on mechanisms that can sustain stable locomotion in the absence of actuation. Less research has been devoted to the "active control" of these mechanisms, that is the design of control laws that stabilize an otherwise unstable motion, with the notable exception of the work of Buehler, Koditschek and coworkers who pioneered the active stabilization of juggling machines [4, 13, 14, 51 . Buehler's planar juggler model is in fact the wedge billiard studied in the present paper for the paaicular angle 0 = 90deg. The minor law algorithm proposed in [4] has been tested experiment$ly with much success. In spite of its simplicity, a rigorous theoretical analysis of its stabilizing properties has apparently been elusive and originally motivated the present work. The design of stabilizing feedback laws for Buehler planar juggler has also been considered by Lynch [9] and by Brogiiato and coworkers 11.91.
The stabilization problem considered in this paper is the simplest impact control problem beyond its one-dimensional version: the celebrated bouncing ball or line-juggler model, extensively studied in the literature (see for instance [7, 19, 3, 21) . Considering the two-dimensional wedge billiard introduces few additional complexity in the model but raises stabilization questions that are more directly connected to the theoretical issues encountered in legged robotics and rhythmic tasks control. Most notably, the presence of a variety of unstable periodic orbits in the uncontrolled model and the fact that the stabilization of one particular periodic orbit can be viewed as a preliminary step towards the stabilization of a juggling "pattern", i.e. several balls stabilized on the same periodic orbit with, a certain phase shift between them. The stabilization of periodic orbits through impact control is naturally rephrased as the k e d point discrete-time stabilization of the corresponding P o i n c d map. Stabilization of the planar juggler therefore leads to the stabilization of a three-dimensional discrete-time nonlinear system. The resulting model is nevertheless nonlinear and non-affine in the From an implementation viewpoint, the stabilization of the discrete-time Poincar.5 map is only a preliminary step in the impact contsol stabilization problem. It indeed provides a discrete-time feedback law that prescribes the values of the control variables (edge angular position and velocity) at impact times based on the state of the ball at impact times. But the discrete control law must eventually he converted into a continuous-time control law for the actuated edges such as to make them produce the right discrete control values at impact times. Likewise, various continuous-time measurements can be integrated to produce a faithful reconstruction of the discrete states. These implementation issues are of importance for the robustness of the control law. They also raise important open questions such as the minimal feedback information required to stabilize a given periodic orbit. Of particular relevance for legged locomotion is the possibility to achieve stabilization in the absence of any feedback measurement (open-loop control) or by using the impact times as sole feedback information (rhythmic feedback).
Billiards have always been important objects in the study of dynamical systems. Beyond its relevance for robotic applications, the (uncontrolled) wedge billiard is a rich dynamical model leading to stabilization problems of various complexity. The wedge billiard was first studied in [SI for its relationship to self-gravitating systems in one dimension (the motion of N parallel sheets with uniform mass density). It was realized in this work and subsequent studies [17, 101 that the wedge billiard displays a variety of dynamical phenomena as a function of the angle 0. For l3 < 45', the phase space exhibits stable and chaotic behavior associated with periodic orbits of any period. For b' > 45'. the motion appears completely chaotic. The value 6 = 45' is very special and leads to a completely integrable system with a two-parameter family of unstable periodic orbits. The stabilization results of the present paper focus on this parlicular case which is simpler than the general case but illustrates most of the relevant issues of the problem.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we derive a dynamical model of the controlled wedge billiard. In Section 3, we study the periodic orbits of the uncontrolled square wedge billiard, that is the particular case l3 = 45'. Stabilization control laws for this square billiard are then pruposed in Section 4, using momentum control only, and in Section 5, using position control only. The mirror-law implementation of the proposed control laws is briefly discussed in Section 6.
THE CONTROLLED WEDGE BILLIARD MODEL
Periodic orbits of the four-dimensional wedge billiard dynamics will be studied via the three-dimensional discrete (Poincar. 
i -( t [ k ] ) = f i t ( t [ k ] ) .
The discrete wedge-billiard map is the composition of a (parabolic) Right map and an impact rule.
The fight map integrates the continuous-time equation of motion between two successive impact times, yielding
The impact map expresses post-impact variables as a (static) map of pre-impact variables and conml in the form
= W~-( t l k l ) , W (3)
We first review the derivation of the uncontrolled billiard map ([8]). The Right map is then entirely determined by the wedge geometry, that is by the parameter a = tanb'. As shown in appendix, the Right map takes the analytical form 
when the impacts k and k + 1 occur on the same edge, and
when the impacts k and k + 1 occur on two different edges.
The map F1 is applied as long as the condition
is fulfilled. Otherwise, the map 7 2 is applied. This ,condition restricts the ball to impact above the intersection of the edges. The impact rule Z adopted in this paper simply assumes that the tangential velocity is conserved and that the normal velocity is reversed :
Note that (7) reduces to (6) when p = 0.
Our simplified model neglects the displacement of the impact point due to the angular deviation p but retains its "deflecting" effect on the velocity variables. Composing the flight maps 31, 32 and the impact rule (7), one obtains the discrete controlled billiard map
Collisions are thus perfectly elastic (leaving the energy conserved in the absence of control). The uncontrolled wedge billiard map is the composition of the flight maps TI, F2 and of the impact rule 1.
We now examine how control of the edges modifies the flight map and the impact mle. The angular momentum control b[k] has no effect on the wedge geometry. As a consequence, it leaves the flight map unchanged and only modifies the impact rule as
for impacts k and k + 1 on the same edge. and the discrete controlled billiard map
with R(t[k]) = 9 obtained from the energy equation (1). This will he illustrated in the next section for the special case 111. THE SQUARE WEDGE BILLIARD flight maps of the uncontrolled billivd whereas the impact rule Z becomes
The square (a = 1) elastic wedge billiard is a very special case of the general wedge billiard. Its analysis is of interest V;(t'kl) both because of its simplicity and because it possesses a two-
M ( p ) ( VZ(t[k]) ) = ( : l ) ' ( p ) (
Vc(t[kl) ) parameter family of periodic orbits. As will he shown, all
&se orbits are open-loop unstable, making the stabilization non trivial even thoueh stabilization will be achieved with
with M ( p ) denoting the ma&. They characterize a one-parameter family of periodic orbits, parametrized by their total energy E = $.
All these period-one orbits are unstable because B has an eigenvalue of (algebraic) multiplicity 2 on the unit circle.
Fixed points of the map 8' are of the form z = (V?, V,,, Vn).
They characterize a two-parameter fa@y of periodic orbits parametrized by their total energy E = f and the difference V,, -V7. All these period-2 orbits are also unstable.
The factor has the convenient interpretation of
between the two impact oscillators defining the billiard motion. This is a consequence of the formula
The phase variable $[k] thus satisfies
9~
and can he substituted to the variable V, in the map 8'.
An illustration of the period-two orbits of the square wedge is given on Figure 3 for a given total energy E = 5. In the next two sections, it is implicitly assumed that impacts alternate on both billiard edges. This assumption is only made for simplicity and will be removed in the hnal version of the paper.
Iv. ENERGY-BASED STABILIZATION OF THE SQUARE BILLIARD
A very simple control strategy for the square billiard is to impose p 0 and to use angular momentum feedback control of each edge. Adding p-conml to the map BZ and
The equilibrium characterized by IV,l = V , > 0,O < @ = 4 < % is made asymptotically stable with the feedback control law Exponential stability of the Jacobian linearization is ensured with mild conditions 0 < kp < 1 and 0 < kr < % on the (adimensional) design parameters kp and kr.
The feedback conml (13) has the standard shucture of a proportional-integral control. With the interpretation of the wedge billiard as two coupled impact oscillators, the proportional feedback assigns the energy of each oscillator to a common energy level v, whereas the integral term regulates the phase difference between the two oscillators.
The simple Swcture of the contml law (13) leads itself to many variants that will be funher analyzed in the final version of the paper. Of particular interest are its low-gain property and its rhythmic nature.
The low-gain property of the control law is that the size of the basin of attraction and the gain m q i n of the controller are increased as the control parameters k p and kr are lowered. As a consequence, the basin of attraction of the desired equilibrium can be made large and an arbitrarily low hound can be imposed on the magnitude of the conml Ifit.
1
The rhythmic nature of the control law (13) is due IO the time equation 2
showing that the conuol law (13) can be rewritten as a function that uses the sequence of impact times t [ k ] as sole feedback information.
V. ENERGY-PRESERVING STABILIZATION OF THE SQUARE

BILLIARD
In the absence of angular momentum control Q i = 0). the controlled elastic wedge is conservative, the energy being conserved both during flight and through impacts. At fixed energy E, the square billiard has a one-parameter family of period-two orbits that are the fixed points of the map B2.
We consider the problem of stabilizing one of these orbits using angular control actuation of one edge only. The controlled Poincark map on the actuated edge then writes as :
. ,
Except for the value Vv = 0 at which the linearized system is not stabilizahle, local asymptotic stability of the equilibrium Characterized by V, = a, -v% 5 V, = V, 5 a is achieved with the linear low-gain feedback
where 6 > 0 is a small control parameter. Lowering the gain E > 0 results in a larger basin of amaction. Furthermore, the control law (15) can be saturated at an arbitrarily small constant magnitude p z 0 to validate the small angle assumption of the controlled model. The square billiard model stabilized with angular control only is an elementary example of a conservative mechanical system which exhibits an asymptotically stable steady motion even though it lacks dissipation. Such mechanical systems are typically associated with nonholonomic consuaints. Authors have previously observed that this situation also arises in piecewise holonomic systems, that is, mechanical systems that are smooth and holonomic except at discrete instants of impacts [15, 61. As noted in these references, such systems can be thought of as nonholonomically constrained in their overall motion in the sense that their configuration space is greater than the instantaneous dimension of their velocity space. 
VI. MIRROR LAW IMPLEMENTATION
To be implemented in a mechanical setup, the discrete-time control laws designed for the discrete-time impact model must be converted into continuous-time reference trajectories for the actuated edges.
Assuming a real-time measurement of the hall position, the mirror-law strategy proposed by Buehler and Koditschek [4] is a clever way to do so and is easily adapted to the present framework &er impact n bas occurred at time t [n] , the impacted edge is given the reference trajectory 
1572
where P(t) is the angular deviation of the hall at time t with respect to the equilibrium edge angle and z[n] denotes the state of the discrete-time impact system at impact n.
By definition, the impact will occur when p ( t ) = @(t), producing the discrete-time control law
The mirror-law continuous-time implementation thus approximates a discrete-time nominal design p[n + 21 = F,, (z[n]) and fi[n + 21 = F,j(z[n] ), The limited amplitude of F,j and the gain margin of the (low-gain) nominal design make it robust to the proposed approximate implementation.
SIMULATION RESULTS
The control law of Section 5 is now briefly illustrated by a simulation result. We choose to stabilize the periodic orbit characterized by IVnl = fi m / s , VT = -1.7m/s.
The initial condition is chosen as
.25 m/s , which roughly corresponds to an initial vertical drop of the ball. Figure 4 compares the time evolution of the discrete variables V,, and V, under the action of the energypreserving control (15). "be control law is compared in two different models: 1) approximate discrete map: this is the discrete map (14) used for the derivation of the control laws.
2) exact discrete map: this is the "me" Poincare map of the controlled wedge billiard, without the small angle approximation. Fig. 4 . lime evolution of the discrete variables V, and V, Figure 5 illustrates the trace of the trajectories. 
